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The emotional story of a young woman's journey as she leaves behind all the things she thought

she wanted, only to discover who she really is. Number-one New York Times best-selling author

Robyn Carr explores the challenges facing women today as they are valued for what's on the

outside rather than the inside. Jennifer Chaise is proud of her life. Coming from nothing, she's used

her beauty to her advantage and is swept up in a glamorous world of wealth and privilege as the

mistress of a high-flying businessman. But when she walks in on a violent scene in their Las Vegas

hotel room, Jennifer knows she can no longer ignore the truth about her boyfriend, and she flees.

Desperate to escape the men searching for her, she invents a whole new persona - with a new look

and a new name - as she hides out in a small Nevada town. Working as a waitress in the local

diner, she finds a mentor in Louise, a retired professor who takes her in. As Jennifer begins to

embrace a new life, she realizes how much was missing from her old one: a sense of community

and purpose. But it's not easy to simply disappear. Her neighbor, Alex, is a cop, and while he's

friendly enough, he may also suspect that Jennifer is not what she seems. Although she is under

constant threat of being discovered, Jennifer is surprised to realize that for the first time, she's

genuinely happy. Suddenly this real world is all she wants. But will it be enough when her past

catches up with her?
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Disappointed. Another book presented as new with a new cover, name, and release date. Not fair to

charge so much for a truly new book but it's cheating to charge $10.99 for a reissue. These



reissued books or all truly new releases should be marked in some way as Nora Roberts has done.

Good story the first time but not so great when you know the ending and how they arrived there.

Shame, shame.

This is a reprint of Runaway Mistress and is being presented as a new book. It's great book but

since they are presenting as a new book I gave it one star. I preordered it and when it arrived

relalized I had just finished it under the title Runaway Mistress. Going to try to return it.

I agree with these other reviews. I find it despicable that they would retitle a book and copyright it as

2016. I ordered it for my kindle because I always buy her books. Then realized that I had read it. I

wrote . This is a horrible practice.

this is a reprint of an old book of the authors which is being presented as a brand new book. This is

a very bad practice . I am glad I was able to return it.fortunately I had just read the original so i knew

it was a old book.

I was very unhappy to find that this was a reprint with the title changed. I did not read the description

through to the end before I preordered. It was shown as a new book and I love Robyn Carr so I just

ordered it. I am very disappointed.

Publishers are pulling a bait and switch once again, new cover, new title, new date of

release."Swept Away" was originally released in May 2005 under the name of "Runaway Mistress",

which I loved by the way, but I hate it when publishers try to rip off the unsuspecting consumers. Ms.

Carr, how do you feel about your publisherâ€™s tactics? Stunts like this really, really suck!!!!

Okay, I don't read a book description all the way down to the bottom. If it's written by Robyn Carr I'm

gonna love it plain and simple. What I don't like is the publisher passing this off as a new book. They

send me emails telling me they're coming out with a new book and I can pre-order. This shows up

new title, new cover. The publisher thinks it's real cute, because it says at the bottom it was

previously published as Runaway Mistress. Now we can't trust this publisher. Better check all your

pre-orders. I'm done, fool me once.

I do not care if this book was re released or new, It was a great story! I could barely put it down. I



thoroughly enjoyed the whole book. I have always took a bet on a Robyn Carr book when I see

them for several years! You will not be disappointed.,
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